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April 28, 2021

His Excellency Phillippe Etienne
Ambassador of France to the U.S.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

 We write on behalf of Agudath Israel of America, a national Orthodox Jewish organization, to express our shock 
and outrage at the miscarriage of justice perpetrated by the French High Court in regard to the murder of Mrs. Sarah 
Halimi. We join the thousands of Jews and non-Jews who have condemned the verdict at protests in Paris and other 
cities in France and abroad, and we write in solidarity with them to convey our deep concern to President Macron and the 
Government of France.

 The High Court determined that, based on French law, the murderer, Kobili Traore, was not criminally responsible 
for the death of Mrs. Halimi because he was in a delirious state brought on by cannabis. The ruling, as well as the law 
upon which it is based, are astounding for their callous disregard for justice and for the lives and liberties of Mrs. Halimi 
and other victims.

 The heinous nature of Mrs. Halimi’s murder is almost beyond words. In a most brutal and violent attack, she was 
savagely beaten and bloodied, had her head crushed in, and thrown out of her apartment window falling to her death on 
the ground below. According to reports, the police -- who were afraid that there was “a jihadist” inside -- decided to wait 
outside until reinforcements arrived. They waited there for about an hour while listening to Halimi’s agonizing cries.

 And there is no question about the motivation for the crime, as the Court itself acknowledged the anti-Semitic rage 
that Traore manifested in repeated Islamist rhetoric and numerous hate-filled slurs aimed at Mrs. Halimi’s Jewishness. 
To dispel any doubt about who the perpetrator was, Traore admitted to the authorities the fact that he killed Mrs. Halimi, 
retelling the account in all its gruesome ugliness.

 The Court stated it was forced to reach its egregious conclusion by a French law that it claimed did not allow it to 
take into account the “voluntary intake” of toxic substances leading to Traore’s delirium, and it is our understanding that 
the French government is planning to introduce legislation aimed at addressing this grave legal deficiency. That should 
be done without delay.

 But this can only be a first step. It has become no secret that many Jews in France feel strongly that they live in 
a society that is inhospitable, if not outright hostile, to them. They fear for their lives and well-being. They feel alienated 
from the government and judicial system, and outside of their protection. They fear potential threats to their religious 
and communal life. They worry about the future of their families, leading tens of thousands to flee the country. The 
Halimi travesty is a microcosm of this larger reality and it is this tragically bleak picture that must be fully and effectively 
addressed.
 
        Sincerely yours,

Rabbi David Zwiebel
Executive Vice President

Rabbi Abba Cohen
Vice President for Government Affairs
Washington Director and Counsel


